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Gaspard Graduation Gowns
Gaspard and Sons specializes in creating quality products that highlight the
education-related achievements of high school students and make them look
their best as they celebrate the important milestone of their graduation.
All our gowns are well-tailored and designed in true academic style. This means
every Gaspard gown features an attractive yoke complemented by a unique
cartridge fluting that allows for extra fullness. Each gown is further enhanced with
a pleated front and intricate shirring across the shoulders and back.
Gaspard gowns are lightweight and crease resistant with a flowing body and full
sleeves for maximum comfort. All deluxe rental gowns have a high-quality nylon
zipper guaranteed to provide a trouble-free performance.
Gowns are available in nine academic colours: red, gold, maroon, blue, purple,
white, emerald green, navy and black.
The Gaspard Rental System
Gaspard specializes in fast and simple gown distribution.
All gowns arrive at your school ready to wear. They’re cleaned, pressed, packed
in plastic garment bags and organized alphabetically. All you have to do is hang
them up in the order they come out of the box…and pass them out.
Returning the gowns is just as easy. Simply repack them in the same cartons
and call for pick-up. We even include the return labels and waybill.
The Gaspard Promise
Your satisfaction is our priority. We promise that you will receive your garments
as ordered and on time.
Visit our Web site at www.gaspard.ca for more detailed product
information, colour and sizing charts, and printable online order forms. Or
call our toll-free numbers for superior customer service.
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Western Canada
1-866-949-5712
Eastern Canada
1-866-949-5722
gaspard@gaspard.ca

Souvenir Graduation Tassels
An affordable memento for a job well done!
Tassels make excellent souvenir gifts for family and friends since each features a
Golden Graduation Yeardate Pendant with the student’s graduation year. When
worn on the cap, the tassel is moved from the left side to the right side once the
student has graduated as a symbol of the student’s success. Each student can
keep the tassel as a memento and reminder of personal achievements.
Beautifully crafted out of 100% rayon, each tassel is over nine inches long and at
least 64 strands thick. For the student who wants a tassel that really stands out,
we have a jumbo tassel that’s more than three times the thickness of the regular
tassel.
Available in solid colours or two- and three-colour combinations. For purchase
only.
Souvenir Key Chain Tassels
Made from 100% natural rayon with small Golden Graduation Yeardate
Pendants, key chain tassels are attractive decorations that can really beautify a
key chain. They’re perfect for the student looking for a special yet practical
graduation souvenir.
Available in solid colours or two- and three-colour combinations. For purchase
only.
Memento Cap
A precious personal memento and universal symbol of education meant to be
treasured for many years. Students can even collect fond memories by using the
specially designed oval inside every cap to gather autographs and messages
from fellow graduates.
Each cap is well made with non-binding side elastics for a comfortable fit. A
tassel (in the colours of the student’s choice) and a Golden Graduation Yeardate
Pendant are also included with every cap.
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Cap colours and fabrics match our rental gowns. One size fits all. For purchase
only.
Memento caps and tassels returned for credit will be subject to a 20% restocking
fee.
Show Off Your Colours
Choose from nine vibrant colours.
[Insert colour swatches.]
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Gowns, Caps and Hoods for the Faculty at Convocation
Make your high school’s convocation a formal, dignified and truly memorable
event that fully celebrates the achievements of your students. Have every staff
member wear a cap, gown and hood that represents the highest level of
education each has achieved.
Gaspard has a large inventory of Bachelor, Master and Doctoral graduation
outfits available to buy or rent. We are able to customize purchased academic
regalia to individual university colours and specifications.
Please place your custom orders at least six to eight weeks before the ceremony.
Graduation Vee Stoles
Take that extra step to help your students look as proud and distinguished as
they feel. Complement each gown with a comfortable lightweight vee stole
available in the same vibrant colours as our graduation gowns. For added visual
impact, try one colour for the boys and another for the girls. One size fits all. For
rent only.
Custom Graduation Vee Stoles
Celebrate the uniqueness of your school and your students with customized
graduation vee stoles. Mix and match colours to create electrifying two- or threecolour combinations. Or simply add one of your school colours to basic black for
a polished, classic look. Custom stoles are made from crease-resistant polyester
knits that are durable and washable. Choose from three fabric types: Pilgrim
(with a soft sheen), Satin (shiny and luxurious) or Millennium (a smooth knit).
One size fits all. For purchase only. Colour swatches are available on request.
Recognition Stoles
Use this stole to give visual recognition to valedictorians, class officers or
students who have made a special achievement. Special achievements can be
musical, sports-related or academic such as an exceptional math score. Made
from durable lightweight Millennium fabric, recognition stoles are available in
one- or two-colour combinations. For purchase only.
The Honour Cord
A perfect keepsake traditionally dyed gold for students who have excelled
academically. Cords are 100% rayon, double-stranded, and 55-inches long with
four-inch tassels on each end.
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Gaspard also offers coloured cords that can be worn by all graduates as a way to
highlight a school milestone such as a 25-year anniversary. Must be special
ordered with a six- to eight-week notice.
For purchase only.
The Honour Stole
An eye-catching recognition of high academic achievement. Made of luxurious
satin in rich gold, this stole prominently features the word “honour” in clear,
sharp-edged black print on the right panel. For purchase only.
Souvenir Gown Package
A great alternative to renting that allows the student to enjoy that “never worn
before” feeling and keep the entire graduation outfit.
The package includes a brand-new colour-matched gown and cap. The cap has
a 64-strand tassel (in the colours of the student’s choice) with a Golden
Graduation Yeardate Pendant. The souvenir gown is made from a slightly lighter
fabric than our rental gowns and is designed for one-time use. All souvenir
gowns feature the same tailored academic styling as our deluxe rental gowns.
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